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Performing Stories: How a Story About a Story is Told and Why the How of Telling Stories

Matters

Although the title Migration in Performance: Crossing the Colonial Present does not really 

capture it, Caleb Johnson and Gerry Pratt’s recent book is a story.

A story.

The book is a story about a shifting, iterative, and adapting story that is also a story made 

up of and storied by stories. Migration in Performance is a story about Nanay, a site-responsive 

testimonial play anchored in storied form, by and about Filipino migrant domestic workers in 

Canada (and beyond). When I use the word story, I do not mean a “yarn” or a “gossip” or some 

other somewhat pejorative definition that surrounds the word “story”: I mean, instead, a telling 

or accounting of (in this case not-fiction) events and subjects.1 Like so many good stories, 

Migration in Performance is a layered narrative following a complex and deeply compelling 

temporally-linear arch (from the past to the near present) filled with stirring themes, complex 

characters, rich imaginations, and evocative places. The book is even an illustrated story (and, 

again, I do not mean this flippantly), including images of story-audiences, story-places, story-

tellers, and story-unfoldings.

1 See for instance https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/story 
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In some ways, it might suffice just to say Migration in Performance is a mighty fine 

story, and leave it at that. Because it is. A fine (very fine!) story indeed. A story about stories, 

told by two inspiring story-telling-academics and told for (I suspect) mostly academic readers 

who, in this time of geohumanities and sometimes politicized creative (re)turns by geographers 

(see for instance de Leeuw and Hawkins 2017; Hawkins 2015; Marston and de Leeuw 2013), 

will undoubtedly be very grateful for just such a story. Migration in Performance is thus also a 

story that will undoubtedly inspire many more stories, especially and including by geographers, 

about the ways stories are made, told, circulated, taken-up, and deployed – especially in 

conversations by critical anticolonial geographers and other social scientists with a penchant for 

thinking through scholarship as part of larger social justice projects.

Indeed, Migration in Performance: Crossing the Colonial Present adds much needed 

critical feminist anticolonial, antiracist interdisciplinary scholarship, tightly and inspiringly 

tethered in and with the global South, to existing research about how academics might produce, 

write about, and disseminate the knowledge we are in the business of producing. As Johnson and

Pratt note throughout the introduction, this is a book about new ways of doing. New ways of 

doing research and theory, new ways of doing that include the possibilities and perils of turning 

to creative and artistic practices to invigorate and stimulate political imaginations informed by 

research. Migration in Performance is also a book about researcher self-reflexivity, a book about

translation(s) and subjectivities; this is a book about ally-ships and transnational, transcontinental

migrations; this is a book about doing research about research and also, in many ways, a book 

about the limits of research.

It is to the concept of limit, of limits and limitations, that I will next turn. To get me to 

those concepts, I will de(limit) my own positions as a reader of Migration in Performance.

My earliest academic training was as a creative writer, an essayist and poet. I grew up 

and have spent the vast majority of my life in northern British Columbia, an area that, at its most 

northerly boarder, comes within a mere (in terms of the vast geographies that are Canada) 200 
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km of Whitehorse, the city I will forever after reading Migration in Performance appreciatively 

think of as “The Place of Tlingipino Bingo”. I am also a critical feminist and health-humanities 

geographer working with arts-based methods deeply invested in unsettling white supremacist 

colonial powers and violences, especially as those bear down on Indigenous peoples and places.

With these readerly positions in mind, and with the admission that I really do believe it 

might be more than enough to simply say Migration in Performance is a fine, fine book, a really 

fantastic story about a story storied by stories, I hope to pay the text an even deeper compliment 

by grappling with it as a story-object, a piece of writing. To do this, I offer a formalist (in the 

literary criticism sense of the word) reading of the book, a reading focused specifically on the 

mechanics of the writing. This reading asks questions about the (un)intended(?) outcomes of how

the text is assembled, structured, storied, and semantically and syntactically offered to readers. I 

then turn, in a related extension of contemplations about the object-ness of the text, to think 

specifically about Chapter 4, the chapter entitled “Migration, Settler Colonialism and Other 

Futures” – and I consider how the tales and tellings in that chapter might provoke and encourage 

(re)readings of the book in which the chapter is contained.

Migration in Performance is a story that begins, meta-narratively, by asking “But how to 

tell such stories? … To whom? And to what effect?” (p.2). In their introductory chapter, Johnson

and Pratt consider “how … [they] might write (as academics) in tandem and alongside public 

presentation of the play [Nanay] so as to sustain the active and disruptive potential of embodied 

performance” (p.13). This asking about the “how” of telling and understanding, including the 

“how” of writing, resonates throughout Migration in Performance: how to understand stories; 

how to translate and perform an archive; how are messages received; and, how might 

performance and research projects shape politics are all questions that (re)appear with regularity 

throughout the book.
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“How” is, of course, a very grounded and applied concept. Definitionally, “how” is the 

means, ways, and manner of something – its condition or quality.2 So. Let me make a few 

surficial observations about Migration in Performance, observations that on first pass might 

seem so obvious that one might wonder about the utility of raising them at all. Migration in 

Performance is presented as a written text made of English words comprised of Roman/Latin 

alphabet letters, marked onto standard Routledge textbook sized white paper pages, ordered into 

and offered as grammatically correct and spell-checked sentences formed mostly into paragraphs

that adhere to expected scholastic structures of things like topic sentences, evidence-based 

ascertains with citational references, and summary endings. These letters, words, sentences, and 

paragraphs are, ultimately, organized in spatially and temporally linear fashions, fully justified, 

designed to be read from left to right, and consistently typographically kerned across pages that 

unfurl a story which (broadly) begins in a past and works its way forward in time to a recent 

present. Font is consistent as a reader turns the pages. Photos are horizontally fixed and centered 

within the letters and paragraphs, undergirded by captions that offer numeric order to their 

presentation. The body of the text as a whole is framed on the front end with acknowledgements 

and lists of abbreviations. Each chapter is bookended with endnotes delivered in an expected 

slightly smaller font. The entire package is wrapped in a bound and spined cover, fixed on the 

left hand side of the pages.

Migration in Performance, in other words, is a book.

An academic book.

A book that follows every structural and mechanical form expected from, well, from an 

academic text book.

And yet. Yet. This is a book about refusal, relations, other futures, openings, travelling, 

improvisations, and being “knocked off script”. This is a book full of stories about people who 

are transformed, who are ripped apart from families, who are mourning and who are fighting, 

2 Again see https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/how 
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whose stories are lives and whose lives are stories. A book about witnesses who are physically 

and emotionally moved through performance. A book about global circuits of power and 

disempowerment, a book about change, a book about crying and laughing and eating and 

packing luggage and flying and meeting people and being appalled and being confused and 

making friends and being taken down a peg or two and about learning and caring.

How (by what means and manner) is all of this captured and communicated?

In a textual format that is not off-script at all.

This critique of Migration in Performance, to be clear, is not aimed entirely at the text 

itself. It’s not even aimed entirely toward the text’s authors. The critique is part of my own, 

poetically informed, broader critique of the academic publishing industry. Presses and textbook 

publishers, I think, expect (dare I say pressure) scholars to de-activate our work when that work 

is pressed (imprisoned?) between two covers. Letters, words, sentences, languages, and text itself

become straight, stable, reified, expected – scripted. Text becomes a means of conveying very 

specific kinds of information, in very specific ways. Text is not thought of as a geography with 

the power to move our guts and hearts, by means of its textual presence (or its absence, gaps, 

silences). Text attempts to, pretends to, say all that needs to be said, despite this being an 

impossibility, an impossibility glossed (written) over and covered up through the text itself. Text 

allows for a fiction of knowing, of being correct, of having answers. Words on the pages of 

academic texts cease to sing, move, or (perhaps most importantly with reference to Migration in 

Performance), perform – including performances of uncertainty and not-knowing, being unsure 

and uncomfortable.

It’s like the pages of an academic text is where letters, words and sentences go to die.

As a poet, I want more from the page, the spaces and geography of pages upon which 

writing and text appear (see also de Leeuw 2019).

I want the very condition of text, at the scale of typography, to be disruptive.
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I want the very quality of letters, words, and sentences to convey the urgency of (to move

a reader toward) writing back against circuits of global capitalism. I want more from the how of 

telling stories, the how of communicating the richness that is research busting down barriers, that

is research and performance grappling with voice, narrative, space, theory, and power.

This hope for the “how” of writing academic texts dialogues most acutely with Chapter 4 

in Migration in Performance, the chapter entitled “Migration, Settler Colonialism and Other 

Futures” – which I think of fondly as “A Old White Horse Saddled Up, Booted Hard, and Ridden

Round By Elders, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Bingo Queens, and Gals Going to the Bank(s)”. This

chapter (to my unabashed northern-working-class-lovin’ Indigenous-focused bingo-attending 

humour-celebrating reading-eyes) provides some of the richest grist and fodder to a text that 

aims to unsettle research, to applaud resurgent futurities wherein whiteness is made less 

supreme, and to document doing theory differently. Chapter 4 is about play and rejoicing, it’s 

about poking fun at dominance and up-ending banks, blood, and boys. It’s about struggle, 

struggling, and racism. It’s about dragging and mixing and (not) being dragged down. But where 

are the emotions, within and on the (white dominant?) space of the page? Where is the 

playfulness, on the page? Why aren’t the pages wild collisions of strange fonts and made-up, 

mixed-blood letters? Why isn’t there enjambment? Lines unencumbered with standard lineation?

What words are doing breath(less) work through rhythm and rhyme? Where are the textual 

marks, the not-lettered-scars that aren’t standard Roman/Latin alphabet letters? Where is 

everything queer in writing-mode?

Missing.

Missing.

Straightened.

All aligned and serious. Gridded. Focused. Straight. Colonial.

I have a theory about such straightness, about all that is missing.
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I suspect it is because authors – and not just Johnson and Pratt, but all us academic 

scholastic publishing authors, all of us who write and read within academia – fear not being 

taken seriously if we were to write as if writing ITSELF were a tool we could mess around with, 

upend, disrupt, make do handstands and cartwheels, bend and break. In our fear we forget 

writing is a how, a material thing and site we are all vested in unsettling, in decolonizing, in 

actively uncoupling from the very (literate textually anchored) circuits of racist heteropatriarchal 

global North power so very much under scrutiny in Migration in Performance. I worry in our 

efforts to be taken seriously, through the spaces of the white page and with the tools of letters 

and words, we are not, really and even as critical human geographers, performing something 

ultimately transgressive.

I want words to perform their message.

I am hungry-desperate for the space of the (academic text book) page to be a 

performance. A play (both verb and noun). A script that goes off script. An act of something that 

breaks a seemingly ever-present fourth wall separating writers from readers. My engagement 

with Migration in Performance is thus more than a critical formalist reading (and thorough 

enjoyment!) of the book – my engagement with Migration in Performance is a call to all social 

justice-oriented critical human geographers, everywhere, to write differently. Write. Differently.

Let’s perform something, on the page and through our texts and our writings, that dreams

a different future.
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